These problems are local in nature, so we generally use local coordinate expressions. Readers familiar with fibre bundle and jet terminology will easily see how to express many concepts in the language of modern differential geometry. All functions are assumed infinitely differ entiable. 1* Systems* Let X denote a system of quasi-linear partial differential equations in dependent variables z 1 
Hence at each point of U
This subspace is the invariant subspace of Σ at (x, z) and denoted C (x, z) .
A change in the dependent variables of Σ results in a similarity transformation on A(x, z), corresponding to a basis change of V(x, z). The invariant subspace C(x, z) is preserved. Thus, A, V and C are invariant under a change in dependent variables. DEFINITION Proof. Applying condition (1) of Definition 1 to the equations (x, z, u) and V(x, z) be the vector spaces associated with 2\ and Σ, respectively. Let Ci(#, z, u) = C x (x, z) and C(x, z) be the invariant subspaces of Σ 1 and Σ, respectively, and A^x, z, u) 
, A(x, z) their linear transformations. Then there exist natural horizontal exact sequences such that the following diagram is commutative:
a V(x, z)IC(x, z) > VAx, z, uyCάx, z) -^ C,(x, z)/C(x, z) > 0 I A(x, z) Ai(x, z, u) B(x, z) a V(x, z)/C(x, z) > V,(x, z, uyCάx, z) -ίU C&, z)/C(x, z) > 0 where λ + C(x, z)) = d,z λ + C x (x, z) , z* + d(a;, z)) = 0 + C(x, z) , + c^x, z)) = E^d,z λ + C(x, z) ,
and B(x, z) is the natural linear transformation induced by A(x, z).
Proof. Let us omit the dependence on (x, z) or (x,z,u) . of Σ 1 at (x, z, u) are those of Σ at (x, z The eigenvalues of Σ at (#, 2) are those of
where F = (F We have found that a normal pp of I 7 is completely determined by vector fields EfdiZ* which together with C\d& x span a subspace of V(x, z) which is invariant under A(x, z). However, there need not be pp's on any given invariant vector fields. This is because of the equations which must be satisfied in (5) for the coefficients of d^d^i -Eϊ, z A; -E;, ZV A\ --R* P (Eί, zμ + El, zλ ) One situation when these equations are always satisfied is when the entire space V(x, z) is used for the pp. 
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The last set of equations is added because pΣ contains C Proof. All that needs to be added to Σ x U Σ 2 are equations d^L = 0, d}L = 0 for any equation L(x, z) = 0 which can be deduced from the equations in 2\ and Σ 2 . 
(Here / is the identity.) The essential vectors belonging to an eigenvalue X generate a vector space Vχ(x,z)z>C (x,z) .
Let
When Σ is hyperbolic, p(Σ) = 0 at all points. be points in their domains, let V 3 (x, z,u u , u ά ) ID CJ (X, z,u ly , u ά ) be the associated and invariant spaces of Σ jf where
Proof. By Proposition 6, if A h (x, z,u 19 , u k ) is the linear transformation of Σ h1 then A h (x, z,u 19 , (x, z) . Hence v satisfies (1) and (2) Proof. Set Σ ά -Σ ά U Σ and use Proposition 13 repeatedly. The hyperbolicity of Σ h follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 14.
As a result of this proposition it can be supposed that any sequence of pp's leading to a hyperbolic system begins with a pp on essential vectors. We shall show that this sort of pp is the optimal way of obtaining hyperbolicity. We next examine more closely those essential vectors. and eigenvalues Proof. "If" is immediate. Suppose
where U involves u' k , s ^ m k -2. Again these coefficients α« Λ _i = 0 unless X k = μ. Continuing we find u depends only on 
